


HOUSEKEEPING RULES

Mettiti comodo e preparati a prendere appunti

Ti consigliamo di silenziare il telefono 

Spegni il microfono e la webcam

Il webinar durerà un’ora circa, ti invitiamo a partecipare tramite chat durante l’incontro e 

a porre delle domande alla fine di esso

Grazie e buon webinar!



Why CLIL?

What is CLIL?

Who is CLIL for?



According to Coyle’s 4Cs curriculum (1999), a successful CLIL class should include the following four 
elements:

Communication – Using 
language to learn while
learning to use language



How to plan CLIL lessons

Choose a topic

Select and adapt the materials

Plan a lesson or a series of lessons



Topic Adapting Materials Type of activities

Science/ Maths Authentic or graded materials Classifying words, numbers or objects 
into groups 

History / Geography Adding visuals and diagrams , omitting 
unnecessary detail

Ordering letters, words, sentences and 
paragraphs

Literature / Arts Simplifying language, paraphrasing 
vocabulary 

Pyramid discussion

Civics Highlighting key subject vocabulary, 
inserting a word bank or glossary

Questionnaires

PE /Religion Reordering activities to progress from 
least to most demanding

Labelling, matching 

Using a variety of layout designs, font 
sizes and styles

Interviews and Hot Seat

Personalizing topics, adding web links Word searches, gap fill, true or false

Three simple steps to create your CLIL LESSONS



If you are a Language Teacher: If you are a Subject Teacher:



Sample of a CLIL lesson:

• learning outcomes ;

• activating prior knowledge ;

• tasks to develop the 4Cs:  content, communicative and 
cognitive skills;

• focus on culture/community;

• differentiation / personalization;

• assessment evidence.



Review Reflection Feedback

Some benefits of reviewing:

develops learners' communication  and 
learning skills 

adds value to what is happening 

makes learning and progress more tangible

gives evidence for assessment 

helps teachers become more alert and 
responsive 

helps learners clarify and achieve their  goals

"But There's No Time!“

Remember that "no time to give and use 
feedback" actually means "no time to cause 
learning." 

Research shows that less teaching plus more 
feedback is the key to achieving greater 
learning. And there are numerous ways—
through technology, peers, and other 
teachers—that students can get the feedback 
they need.

Try it out. Less teaching, more feedback.

Don’t forget



CORSI SCUOLA PRIMARIA



Esercitazione INVALSI 

Esame di Stato con 

percorsi CLIL

CLIL e civiltà dei paesi 

di lingua inglese

SCUOLA SECONDARIA DI PRIMO GRADO



Lower Primary Happy Days 2

LEAD-IN T presents the topic of past and present and elicits ideas from Ss 
with the help of visual aids.

ACTIVATING PRIOR KNOWLEDGE T asks SS to think about cities and houses in the past and in the 
present and write down the vocabulary elicited on the board in a 
T-chart

TASK 1

ORACY: DESCRIBING PICTURES
COGNITIVE SKILLS: IDENTIFYING KEY 
FEATURES

T projects the images of past and present London and ask children
to describe one picture at a time what they see. T prompts 
students by asking questions like: Is there a bus in the first picture? 
Are there trees in the second picture?, etc

TASK 2

COGNITIVE SKILLS:
CATEGORIZING AND LABELLING 
ACTIVITY

Children look at the pictures and tick the right box. The activity can 
be done in pairs or individually.

Listen and check followed by wholeclass feedback.

REVIEW REFLECTION AND FEEDBACK Ts wraps up the lesson by asking children to tell one new word 
they’ve learnt and records answers on a grid on the WB.

FOLLOW-UP
Children imagine a house of the future, draw and colour different
rooms, label the pictures with T’s help and make a class poster.



Upper Primary You and Me 4

LEAD-IN T presents the topic of Egypt and elicits ideas 
from Ss

ACTIVATING PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE

With the help of visual aids –projecting the pictures 
of exercise 40  on the board - T asks children to think 
about clothing in ancient Egypt, draws a grid with 
different categories like accessories, clothes, parts of 
the body, men, women, and write down the 
vocabulary elicited under each category.

Children copy it on their notebooks.

TASK 40

COGNITIVE SKILLS:
GAP FILL ACTIVITY
PREDICTING ANSWERS

Children  read the text in the handout, choose and 
write the missing words (this activity can be done 
individually or in pairs). T clarifies on unknown 
language.

Then listen and check their answers. 

Ts correct answers with the whole class.

TASK 41

COGNITIVE SKILLS:
MATCHING  ACTIVITY

Children match texts and pictures. This activity can 
be done individually or in pairs.

Ts correct answers with the whole class.



TASK 42

COMPREHENSION AND ORAL 
PRODUCTION: 

Children listen, point and repeat.

T ask children to tell one at a time which are their
favourite item/s.

TASK 43

COGNITIVE SKILLS:
ORDERING ACTIVITY

Children listen and number the objects.

Ts correct answers with the whole class and write them on 
the board.

ORACY: HOT SEAT ACTIVITY
A learner sits at the front of the class in the role of an 
Egyptian.The other learners take turns to question the 
child in the hot seat. For example: Do you wear an 
amulet? Do you wear a short skirt?
Repeat the activity with different children taking the hot 
seat.

REVIEW REFLECTION AND 
FEEDBACK

In their notebooks children draw a T-chart and write the 
things they like about Ancient Egypt and those they don’t.
Wrap up the lesson with a a whole class fedback.

FOLLOW-UP
Project work: children design and make their own piece of 
jewelery using recycled materials followed by a Show and 
Tell activity.



Lower Middle School Culture Corner

LEAD-IN T presents the topic of Roman Britain and the 
Celts with the help of visual aids.

ACTIVATING PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE

T asks SS to think about The Romans write 
down the vocabulary elicited on the board 
using a visual organizer like a mind map or 
other

TASK 1

COGNITIVE SKILLS:
LABELLING ACTIVITY

Then, Ss read the text and label the picture 
with the missing information followed by 
whole class feedback.

TASK 2

COGNITIVE SKILLS: 
GAP FILL ACTIVITY

T review or pre-teach vocabulary needed for 
the activity

SS read the text in the handout, choose and 
write the missing words (this activity can be 
done individually or in pairs)

Ts correct answers with the whole class.



TASK  3
CONGNITIVE SKILLS:
WEBSEARCH

ORACY: DESCRIBING THE 
ROMAN SOCIETY

Ss in small groups search online the features of Roman 
society in Britain (patricians, slaves, clothes, food, etc). 
This can be done in class or at home.

In small groups, students report their findings to the 
rest of the class using the the questions in the exercise
number 3 as a prompt.

Whole class feedback

TASK 4

COGNITIVE SKILLS: 
LABELLING ACTIVITY

SS read the texts on the handout, highlight key words, 
search and write the missing words.

Ts correct answers with the whole class.

REVIEW REFLECTION 
AND FEEDBACK

Ts wraps up the lesson by asking Ss and recording 
answers on a grid on the WB what they have learnt, 
how they did it and what they want to learn in the 
future about the topic.

T uses a KLW chart to record answers. WC feedback.

FOLLOW-UP
Ss at home:

Research 5 facts about The Romans

Put the events on a timeline & prepare a 
brief presentation for the next lesson.



What’s next?

Will you include some of the tips and activities we have discussed during 
today's session in your future lessons?

Keep a diary with the activities your students  find most useful, 
engaging and productive,

Write an action plan on how to develop your teaching skills and 
how to encourage your learners to be more and more 
independent.

Follow-up



Domande?



JamboCLIL – liv. 1-2

SCHEDARIO CLIL sc. primaria

- spiegazioni delle attività

- ascolti

- schede fotocopiabili 



CLIL Projects – liv. 1-2

Guide operative con percorsi CLIL

- spiegazioni delle attività

- ascolti

- schede fotocopiabili 



Webinar per docenti di lingua inglese – scuola primaria
celticpublishing.com

SEGUICI SU Celtic Publishing

www.celticpublishing.com

SCRIVICI A     formazione@celticpublishing.com

Grazie per l’attenzione 
e arrivederci al 
prossimo webinar!


